
AIRPORT TRANSFERS
ETAPE DU TOUR - NICE

TO VALBERG AND BEUIL
In addition to your 2024 Etape du Tour package with Sportive Breaks, we offer

airport transfers for you, your luggage, and your bike from Nice airport at set times.

If you wish to make use of these then you are required to book your flights in line

with our transfer timings. Please note the transfer times below and consider these

when booking your flights. Please ensure that you arrive in plenty of time ahead of

your chosen transfer time. We will do our utmost to accommodate you on the next

transfer if you do arrive late but we cannot guarantee that there is space on the next

transfer.

At time of booking, we ask you to select a transfer arrival time and a departure time.

We understand that flights may be booked later so it will be possible to amend these

times until 60 days before arrival day. We can’t guarantee availability as spaces are

limited and popular times may sell out so the earlier the time is confirmed the better.

 Arrival Transfer Times - Friday 5th July
We will depart Nice at the times listed below, so please book a flight

that lands in Nice before these times. Please allow around 1 hour to

clear security and luggage in Nice.

If you arrive either before or after these timings please contact us for

private transfer options. Please note that if you arrive late at the hotel

that your evening meal may not be available.

ARRIVAL TRANSFER
DURATION:
2 HOURS

12:30 - Arrival at hotel about 14:30
14:30 - Arrival at hotel about 16:30
16:30 - Arrival at hotel about 18:30
18:30 - Arrival at hotel about 20:30



AIRPORT TRANSFERS
ETAPE DU TOUR - NICE

TO VALBERG AND BEUIL

BOOKING A PRIVATE TRANSFER

Should you wish us to arrange a private transfer for you
(at your own cost) from Nice or any other airport
to/from Valberg or Beuil, please contact us on

 +44 (0) 161 676 0390 | hello@sportivebreaks.com 

 Departure Transfer Times - Monday 8th July
Please consider 2 hour and 30 minutes for transfer time and time

in resort to allow for collection together with the 2-hour check-in

requirement. Please avoid booking early flights from Nice airport

as our first airport transfer will not depart until 06.00.

DEPARTURE TRANSFER
DURATION:

2 HOURS 30 MINUTES

06:00 - for flights departing after 11:00
07:00 - for flights departing after 12:00
09:00 - for flights departing after 14:00
11:00 - for flights departing after 16:00

mailto:hello@sportivebreaks.com

